Friends of Beleura Cliff Path Working Bee 2nd July 2020
Under the Covid19 rules, we were limited to ten people. Sadly, we had to politely ask several
people who wanted to work to stay at home! We had several tasks:

Trimming back foliage and removing Polygala.

Clockwise from top left: Sonia Minzenmay trimming, Mike Dore removing polygala, Emily Sharp and Ben
loading trailer with polygala, Rob Pashen bagging polygala weed

Planting eighty Clematis seedlings from
our greenhouse
Clematis microphylla is a climbing plant that is
indigenous to the cliff path. It “flowers” twice in
the spring, first with conventional flowers for the
bees to pollinate. Then it sets seeds with little
white wings, for the wind to spread. These winged
seeds look like a flower, and are more beautiful
than the flower itself. It is great habitat for birds.
They like to build their nests inside the shelter of
the vine. We want to spread this beautiful and
useful plant more widely on the cliff.

Clockwise from top left: Margrit Abbey with a
wheelbarrow of Clematis seedlings, and Harry Breidahl
carrying water. (We fill each hole with water, then let it
soak in, before planting). Kate Philip planting a
Boobialla above the upper slip area, to stabilise the soil.
A great place to work if you like heights.

Making a terrace and planting it out

It’s hard to get plants through their first two summers. We use drip-lines
where practical and make small terraces to hold the soil and water. In
this way we have achieved a high survival rate. We want to get deeprooted, long-lived, indigenous trees and shrubs established right along
both sides of the path. This will stabilise the path. As you can see from
the cracks in the asphalt and the outward sloping posts, the topsosil
tends to slip downhill a few millimetres a year.
Also, this dense strip of plants will create a seedbank to spread seeds
down the cliff to areas too steep to work on.
Clockwise above: Ross Kilborn and Rob Pashen terracing. The finished
product. Ross Kilborn digging a terrace.

Planted: 108 seedlings.
The seeds and cuttings we cultivate in our
greenhouse and plant along the path are collected
from indigenous plants on the cliff. These plants
have been here for thousands of years, stabilizing
the cliff and forming a habitat for birds and insects.
*This vegetation is an ecological vegetation class
called “Coastal Headland Scrub” EVC 161.

Seed Bombing.
We made a batch of mud pies in the cement mixer from
good quality compost, kitty litter (pure clay), and seed
collected on the cliff, and water. The seed used was
Clematis microphylla, the same species we were planting
along the path. The mud-pies we spread would have
contained hundreds of thousands of Clematis seeds.
We patted the mix down in bare areas we could
reach, and hurled handfuls down the cliff, aimed
at bare spots, and dead t-trees where it can
climb. This spring we will be able to monitor
growth in the patches we spread alongside the
path but we won’t be able to gauge the “take-up”
down the cliff for a couple of years.
We particularly aimed at the patch below the
“Upper Landslip”, where there is little deeprooted indigenous vegetation, as part of our
long-term plan to stabilise this area.

Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/beleuracliffpath
This public Facebook group has posts about the path, dolphin sightings, birds and activities,
not to mention award-winning sunsets. The Facebook group enable us to lobby the Shire to
care for the path better, and raise issues like dog-poo, safety issues and maintenance.

